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Create great looking and durable labels in an instant
Find important items quickly such as the contents of file folders, archived documents, data backup 
discs, USB sticks and shelving is the key to an organised office. 

With a wide, easy-to-type keyboard, graphic display with print preview and special functions to 
quickly create labels for common labelling tasks, PT-D400 is the ideal labeller for busy office.

P-touch labels are available in many different sizes and colours to ensure that whatever label you 
need. PT-D400 can effortlessly produce labels as and when required. 

With fast print speed and large printing capability, bold, easy-to-read labels can be printed.

P-touch laminated labels – designed to last
Brother P-touch laminated TZe tapes consist of six layers of materials, resulting in a thin yet extremely 
strong label. The thermal transfer ink is sandwiched between two protective layers of PET (polyester 
film), which protects the text against the effects of liquids, abrasion, temperature, chemicals and sunlight. 
As the labels have been tested to the extreme, you can be confident of a Professional quality label that 
has been designed to last.

         Clear labelling around the office is essential 
to ensure efficiency. 
The P-touch PT-D400 is quick and easy  
to use due to its advanced labelling 
functions, easy-to-type keyboard and large 
print height.

* LR6/HR6. Batteries not supplied.

14 fonts, 99 frames 
Over 600 symbols

Graphic display with 
Print preview

Uses 6 x AA 
batteries* or bundled 

AC adapter 

Built-in editable  
label designs 

Easy-to-type 
PC style keyboard

Print labels  
3.5 – 18mm in width 
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